
At Butler Lighting, you'll discover an extensive range of pendant lighting options, each with its own distinct style
and charm. Here are some popular types and styles available:

MINI PENDANTS:

VISUAL COMFORT SIGNATURE
Visual Comfort Signature

| TOB 5751HAB-CG |
Robinson Collection

| Brass - Antique |
One Light Pendant

DRUM PENDANTS:

LANTERN PENDANTS:

pendants are compact in size and often feature a single light source. They can be
used individually or in a grouping to create a captivating visual impact.

Compact
size

Subtle
lighting

Group for
impact

Drum pendants feature a cylindrical or drum-shaped shade, providing a clean and

various spaces such as living rooms, bedrooms, or dining areas.

Cluster pendants consist of multiple individual pendants grouped together in a
cluster formation. This style creates a dramatic and visually captivating lighting
arrangement, ideal for adding a touch of glamor and sophistication to your space.

Modern
aesthetic

Drum shaped
shade even glow

Lantern pendants exude a timeless and classic appeal. They feature an enclosed
structure resembling a lantern or cage, often crafted from metal or glass. Lantern
pendants are versatile and can complement both traditional and contemporary
interiors.
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CLUSTER PENDANTS

Multiple
pendant

Cluster 
formation

Dramatic lighting
arrangement

CURREY AND COMPANY
Currey and Company

| 9872 | Denison
Collection | Black

| Four Light Lantern

Z-LITE
Z-Lite | 6007-22BN

| Mersesse Collection |
Pewter, Nickel, Silver

| Six Light Pendant

INSTALLING PENDANT LIGHT

BUDGETING

www.butlerlightingusa.com

PENDANT LIGHTS BUYING GUIDE

extra touch of elegance. Among the many lighting options available, pendant lights have become a 
favorite choice for designers and homeowners alike. 

and how to make the right choice. We'll also share tips on where to place them and how to maintain them 
for long-lasting brilliance.

SMALL BUDGET MEDIUM BUDGET
If you have a small budget, 
there's no need to worry.

You can still find stylish and 

options that add a touch of 
charm to your space. Look for 
mini pendant lights or single 

light fixtures, which are 

than multi-light designs.

With a medium budget, you 
have more flexibility to explore 

a wider range of pendant 
lighting options. Consider 

designs, including multi-light 
pendants or those with more 

intricate details. Look for 
materials like glass, fabric, or 
higher-quality metals, which 

durability.

If you have a generous budget, 
the options for pendant 

lighting become even more 
extensive. Consider investing 
in high-end designer pendant 

lights that feature premium 
materials, unique designs, and 

exquisite craftsmanship. 
Explore custom-made 

pendant lighting options that 
can be tailored to your specific 
needs and style preferences.

LARGE BUDGET

HUBBARDTON FORGE
Hubbardton Forge |

131104-SKT-STND-84
GG0065 | Exos Glass

Collection | Gold,
Champ, Gld  Leaf

| LED Pendant

Preparing for Installation:
Before you begin, gather the necessary tools such as a ladder, 
wire strippers, pliers, screwdrivers, and a voltage tester. Ensure

at the circuit breaker for safety.

Assembling the Pendant Light:
Follow the manufacturer's instructions to assemble the

Wiring Connections:
Carefully remove the existing light fixture, exposing the
electrical box. Identify the black (hot), white (neutral), and
green or copper (ground) wires in the electrical box.

Mounting the Canopy:
Securely mount the canopy to the electrical box using screws
provided. Ensure that the pendant light is level and aligned as
desired.

Adjusting Height:
Securely mount the canopy to the electrical box using screws
provided. Ensure that the pendant light is level and aligned as
desired.

Testing and Finalizing:
Once the installation is complete, restore power to the circuit 
nd test the pendant light. Verify that it functions properly and
illuminates the desired area.
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TYPES AND STYLES OF PENDANT LIGHTS

ENERGY COST CONSIDERATIONS

reduce your environmental footprint but also save on energy costs. LED 

traditional incandescent bulbs, resulting in lower electricity bills. They also have a 
longer lifespan, reducing maintenance and replacement costs over time.

WHY CHOOSE BUTLER?

With a legacy spanning back to 1948, Butler Lighting has been the go-to 
destination for customers seeking exceptional lighting solutions. When you 
choose Butler Lighting, you can expect a seamless experience from start to finish. 

personalized assistance and expert advice along the way. We pride ourselves on 
our commitment to hard work and delivering results that exceed your 
expectations. One of the key reasons to choose Butler Lighting is our unwavering 
commitment to customer satisfaction.

ELEGANT LIGHTING
Elegant Lighting

| 2067D16BK | Weston
Collection | Black |

Three Light Pendant

PROGRESS LIGHTING
Progress Lighting

| P540009-031 | Creighton
Collection | Bronze / Dark |

One Light Post Lantern

CRAFTMADE
Craftmade | 48694-BNK 

| Museo Collection |
Pewter, Nickel, Silver 
| Nine Light Pendant

GEORGE KOVACS
George Kovacs
| P5542-66A-L |

Studio Collection
| Black | LED Pendant

OUR FAVORITE PENDANT LIGHTING PRODUCTS

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING
PENDANT LIGHTS:

Size and Scale:

Lighting Intensity and Bulb Selection:
Evaluate the desired lighting intensity and ambiance

temperatures. Select bulbs that align with your desired

Consider the dimensions of your space to determine the 
appropriate pendant size. For islands and kitchen counters,
be mindful of the space the pendant takes up so you do
not obstruct any views, TV & Entertainment, or guests
across from you. Buy functional, elegant pendants.

CONTACT US

4380 Regency Dr High Point, 
North Carolina, 
(336) 889-2344

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
HIGH POINT, NC


